PRESSURE

PRESSURE MANAGEMENT TOOL

Improve performance. Save time. Save money.

Pressure Pro
Assembly

See Pressure Pro video at www.ziggity.com/pressurepro

Pressure Pro makes drinker line pressure management so
quick and easy that producers can more effectively manage
litter conditions to improve bird performance, while also cutting
costly management time from every production cycle.

walking the whole house to manage line pressures. This
management tool assists producers in more effectively
optimizing line pressures so birds receive the water they need
while maintaining dry litter throughout the production cycle.

With Pressure Pro, producers can adjust the pressure of every
drinker line at the same time in just seconds. It is so easy that
producers can make adjustments as often as desired to
optimize litter conditions and bird performance. No more

Installing Pressure Pro does not require any other changes to
the watering system, and producers can retrofit Pressure Pro
to all existing Ziggity floor watering systems.
See the back to see how Pressure Pro works

Pressure Pro: How it works
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Regulator never needs adjustment. Pressure Pro
at lowest possible position (horizontal) provides a
minimum line pressure setting.

As birds grow, elevating the regulator increases
line pressure.

All drinker line regulators are mounted
to A Pressure Pro assemblies. The
winch system cables B connect
every Pressure Pro assembly
in the house to a C central
winch. Operating the winch
manually, or by use of a
controller, elevates or lowers
every Pressure Pro and Ziggity
regulator in the house. This
change in regulator elevation increases or
decreases the pressure in every drinker line.
The same water pressure change is achieved
in every line in just seconds.

Drinker line pressure increases/decreases in
direct relationship to the regulator height.
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Ziggity Support:

Poultry Watering Insights and Principles:

As the only manufacturer 100 percent focused on poultry
watering, Ziggity provides a number of available resources
to optimize bird and system performance.

A source of real world information and advice.
Subscribe to Watering Insights eNews at
www.poultrywatering.com

Web Site:
www.ziggity.com. Lots of useful product and watering
information. View on computer or mobile device.

The Poultry Watering Specialists

Management Procedures:
Helpful recommendations for managing Ziggity
watering systems.
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